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hi guys, i’m having a problem with my compaq nx9005. i’ve tried the phoenix bios 1fcn93ww and when i boot i get a black screen. i’ve tried a number of different usb keyboards to see if it was a keyboard problem. i’ve tried to use the phoenix (us) bios 1fcn92ww and it starts up fine. but when i try to
boot from the phoenix bios, it freezes on the blue screen. i tried to update the phoenix bios 1fcn93ww, but it seems to be doing nothing. hi i have been trying to solve this problem for a week now. i have the toshiba sattelite u400 and after a failed update i have only the black screen with a long and two
short beeps, and the mouse pointer. i have tried different things and none of them worked. i tried to update the bios using phoenix and i couldnt because i have no floppy drive to put the floppy disk on the laptop. i tried to use the flash drive and i couldnt get the usb to work, i tried all the steps you said
in the guide but none of them worked. can you help me? thanks in advance hi i have the same problem than gary_, my computer is a laptop from toshiba with the model name u400-7934, i have tried all the steps you wrote, but i couldnt find the bios file. i put the floppy disk on the computer and i leave
it for 10 min but when i try to boot again, it doesnt work. i have tried to change the usb driver from ahci to compatibility but it didnt work, i found some files but i dont know if they are the ones i need. thanks in advance ok, i'm having the same problem. i have the same model, toshiba u400-7934. i can
get the bios to flash, but it still won't boot. i tried to use the flash drive, i can get it to work, i could reboot the computer, but when it tries to boot, it gives a black screen and a bunch of beeps. i tried the floppy drive. i put it in, i leave it for 10 mins, but when i restart, it won't work. i looked at the bios,
and it says "phoenix" "setup" "1.0" "toshiba corporation" and "phoenix" "setup" "1.0" "phoenix corporation" i also tried it with the flash drive, and i got the same thing, so i know the bios is not the problem. i have tried the steps on the forum, but it's not working for me. the only thing i could think of is

my power cord. i know my power cord is good, because when i use it on my old computer, it works fine. it's only on my laptop, that i have the same problem. i'm hoping this is a fairly simple fix, and that someone else had a similar problem, and might have some kind of solution. thanks in advance
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i know i am a pain, but could you please tell me how to burn.bootflts? i have a windows 7 64bit operating system and it tells me that i cannot burn files that are "system protected". could someone help me please? after some research, i found out that several pendrives, especially the 1gb in size, are
bootable and wincris can recognize them on some events, as well as some devices can be recognized and fat16 format like usb pen drives. i have tried to retry with a 4gb usb drive formatted with partitioning tool and fat32 format. the problem was that wincris tried to install the boot code on the first

partition (in mbr or guid)? i tried to avoid this by using the partition tool to move the boot code to the second partition. but the boot still did not work. for those of you who think its better to just use the old school floppy, i have to tell that the big problem is that wincris finds them as a usb formatted disk
or a floppy disk, and not fat16 disk. the solution was to create manually fat16 usb formatted disk (too), and since wincris finds them as usb formatted disk (and not floppy disk), it boots.. the only problem here is the partition table (hddfactory) are too big for fat16 (it uses around 2mb). hi, i have the

problem with the toshiba u400 laptop i dont have the floppy disk so i try to install my windows 7 and i leave it for 10 min but when i restart again the first time it dont work, i got the bios from toshiba website j7et59ww. 5ec8ef588b
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